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Hard work- The Key To Success

God wants of you no bid, showy
things. Offer Him your little gifts of
love, and he will accept them as His
Holy food-His sacrament.

SVIMS NEWROOM
Some of our Initiatives:
13th August 2019
Awareness Session on Organ Donation
Resource Person: Ms. Ujwala

Ms. Ujwala, Associate Professor with Sadhu
Vaswani College of Nursing and a specialist
in Critical Care, presented factual data about
the current status of organ donation and
stated how life of the sufferers can be
improved or saved by donating organs. She
covered various aspects of Organ Donation
including the process of organ donation,
challenges and also the laws associated with
it.
The session was helpful as it cleared most of
the doubts and misconceptions about organ
donation and left the students with positive
inclinations towards the noble cause of
organ donation.
01st August 2019: Visit to Blue Cross
The CSR team of Sadhu Vaswani Institute of
Management Studies for Girls visited Blue Cross
Shelter for Animals on 1st August 2019. This
was on the occasion of our Beloved Revered
Dada J. P. Vaswani’s 101st Birthday. The team
donated 10 kgs Rice, Old Clothes, Phenyl bottles
and Soaps for the animals in the shelter

I believe that hard work is the key to success. To succeed in life one must
endure the challenges life presents and work to overcome these challenges
to be the best possible person that one can be. We must not only use hard
work to impress those around us but also to achieve goals that we set for
ourselves. If we as individuals do not work hard to succeed, then we do not
receive the same satisfaction as we would if we put in hour upon hour or
even year upon year of work to achieve our goals. I believe for one to be
successful, one must be willing to work hard to succeed in any aspect of
life.
Hours of hard work and training are the key to success. Michael Phelps,
known as the greatest Olympian of all time is the epitome of hard work.
Phelps started swimming at the age of seven. Every time Phelps competes
his times drop and new world records are set. This is not just a coincidence
but a result of hours of hard work and dedication. Phelps trains 365 days a
year with two sessions on over forty percent of those days. When all other
swimmers are in bed or packing up to go home, Phelps is still in the pool
mastering the art of swimming. This kind of dedication and training is why
Michael Phelps is not only the greatest swimmer but also the greatest
Olympian of all time.
No doubt, success is the reward for hard work. Every successful person in
history has worked hard to gain fame or fortune, however we must, also
work hard to be successful in our own eyes. We must learn to work hard to
satisfy our conscience whether our goals are starting on our high school
sports team or being the owner of our own business. No matter what our
goals are, we must be willing to sacrifice our time, body, and mind to work
as hard as we can to be the best that we can be. I believe with all my heart
and through my personal experiences that hard work is the key to success.
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We welcome your feedback, suggestions as well as contributions at svimsconnect@gmail.com

